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Application of an effective dose determination method by the use of two dosimeters for better estimation of effective doses to nuclear power plants in Korea was reported. For methods to determine effective doses by combining measurement values obtained by two or more dosimeters, various proposals have been made including the method to measure the doses by moving a TLD and a method to combine three or more TLDs.
Various methods have been also proposed that use two dosimeters. In Korea, application tests have been already performed and application programs are also under investigation.

### III. Application Test

**Steam Generator Geometry**

- **SIDE VIEW**
  - photon field from U-tubes
- **TOP VIEW**
  - phantom (0,0,0)
- **AS BS**
  - tubesheet
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  - interior wall
  - divider plate

### IV. Test Results

**The Comparison of Two-Dosimeter Algorithm at YG**

- The TLD Number is sorted by effective dose (E) from high E to low E
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